In the so-called "yukawaon" model, the (effective) Yukawa coupling constants Y ef f f are given by vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of scalars Y f (yukawaons) with 3×3 components. So far, yukawaons Y f have been assigned to 6 or 6 * of U(3) family symmetry, so that quarks and leptons were not anomaly free in U(3). In this paper, yukawaons are assigned to 8 + 1 of U(3), so that quarks and leptons are anomaly free. Since VEV relations among yukawaons are also considerably changed, parameter fitting of the model is renewed. After fixing our free parameters by observed mass ratios, we have only two and one remaining free parameters for quark and lepton mixings, respectively. We obtain successful predictions for the quark and lepton mixing parameters including magnitudes of CP violation. The effective Majorana neutrino mass is also predicted.
Introduction
The central concern in the flavor physics is to understand masses and mixings of quarks and leptons. In this paper, we try to give a unified description of their mass spectra 1 and mixings based on the so-called "yukawaon model" [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] approach.
First, we would like to give a brief review of the yukawaon model.
What is a yukawaon?
In the standard model (SM), the origin of mass spectra and mixing is due to Yukawa coupling constants Y f (f = u, d, ν, e), which are considered to be fundamental constants given in physics and are incalculable. If we want to understand the families (generations) by a family symmetry, we are obliged to regard the Yukawa coupling constants as explicit symmetry breaking 1 Note that in this paper, we investigate the origin of "mass spectra", not the origin of "masses"D The origin of the "masses" is elusive subject at any times. The concept of "mass" has been changed with the times. It has, little by little, become clear as progress of the physics. On the other hand, the origin of the "mass spectra" has been a realistic subject at any times, and the investigation has played a historical role in physics. For the time being, we accept that the masses of quarks and leptons are generated by the Higgs mechanism.
parameters, since we cannot construct such a model that is invariant under a non-Abelian family symmetry.
Against the view mentioned above, we think that the mass spectra and mixings are not fundamental quantities, but those that should be calculable dynamically. Thus we regard the observed constants Y where Λ is a scale of the effective theory. The conception of "yukawaons" are summarized as follows: (i) Yukawaons are a kind of flavons [7] . (ii) Those are singlets under the conventional gauge symmetries. (iii) Since yukawaons are fields, we can consider a non-Abelian family symmetry G by assigning a suitable quantum number to Y f . (iv) The VEV forms are described by 3×3 matrices. (v) Each yukawaon is distinguished from others by R charges. (vi) VEV matrix relations are calculated from SUSY vacuum conditions. The relations are given by form of a product of VEV matrices (not form of sum of those) as we show later. (vii) The VEV matrix Y f also evolves after the symmetry breaking in the same way that a conventional Yukawa coupling constant in the SM does.
In the yukawaon model, R charge assignments are essential for obtaining successful phenomenological results. Although we assign R charges from the phenomenological point of view, the assignments cannot be taken freely. We must take the assignments so that they may forbid appearance of unwelcome terms. (The details are discussed in Sec.2.4 later.)
VEV matrix relations among yukawaons are obtained as follows: First, we write down a superpotential which is invariant under the family gauge symmetry G (we will consider G=U(3) in the present model) with considering R charge conservation. Next, we apply a SUSY vacuum condition to the superpotential to get a VEV matrix relation. For example, from a SUSY vacuum condition ∂W R /∂Θ R = 0 for a superpotential W R which is given by
we obtain a VEV relation
Here Φ u is a subsidiary flavon whose VEV is related to a VEV of the up-quark yukawaon Y u as Y u = k u Φ u Φ u as we see later. For the time being, we assume that the observed supersymmetry breaking is induced by a gauge mediation mechanism (not including family gauge symmetries), so that our VEV relations among yukawaons are still valid after the SUSY was broken in the quark and lepton sectors.
It is an attractive idea that observed hierarchical structures of masses and mixings of quarks and leptons are caused by a common origin. We suppose that the observed hierarchical family structures are caused by one common origin, so that they can successfully be understood by accepting one of the hierarchical structures (e.g. charged lepton mass spectra) as input values of the model. If it is true, we will be able to describe quark and lepton mass matrices without using any other family-number dependent input parameters, except for the observed values of the charged lepton masses (m e , m µ , m τ ) as input parameters with hierarchical values. Here, the terminology "family-number independent parameters" is used, for example, for the coefficients of a unit matrix 1, a democratic matrix X 3 , and so on, where
(For an explicit example of the previous yukawaon model, see Eqs.(1.5) and (1.6) for example.)
Regrettably, at present, we are obliged to accept to use a few other family-number dependent parameters. For example, we still use a phase matrix P = diag(e iφ 1 , e iφ 2 , 1) in the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix V CKM = U † u P U d [8] . Therefore, our original intention in the yukawaon model is not yet completed at present.
Even if we finally fail to describe quark and lepton mass matrices without any family-number dependent parameters, it only means that the observed hierarchical structures of quarks and lepton masses and mixings are caused by two origins. In either case, it is important as the first step to investigate a common origin for the hierarchy.
Past yukawaon models
In the earlier stage of yukawaon models [1, 2] , the VEV matrices of yukawaons have been described by the following quark and lepton mass matrices:
with subsidiary conditions
, and Y ν correspond to charged lepton, up-quark, down-quark, neutrinos, Dirac neutrino, Majorana right-handed neutrino mass matrices, respectively, and P d is a phase matrix P d = diag(e iφ 1 , e iφ 2 , 1). (Here, we have denoted a VEV matrix Y f as Y f simply.) The coefficients a u and a d are family-number independent parameters. On the other hand, since we discuss only mass ratios and mixings, the parameters k e , k u and so on are not essential in the model. (Hereafter, we omit such common coefficients.)
In the VEV matrix relations, a factor (1 + a f X 3 ) plays an essential role. We assume an existence of the following flavor basis: (i) A fundamental flavon VEV matrix Φ e (we denote Φ 0 later) is diagonal; (ii) On this flavor basis, the VEV matrix X 3 takes a democratic form X 3 defined by (1.4) . (Such the flavor basis has been assumed in a "democratic universal seesaw model" [9] .)
The model (1.5) with (1.6) could give tribimaximal mixing for the Pontecorvo-Maki-NakagawaSakata (PMNS) lepton mixing matrix U P M N S [10] , but it gave poor fitting for V CKM . Besides, the model could not give the observed large mixing [11] sin 2 2θ 13 ∼ 0.09, whose value was reported after the proposal of the model (1.5).
In the second stage of the yukawaon model [3] , stimulated by this new observation sin 2 2θ 13 ∼ 0.09, we proposed to change the previous structure Y e = k e Φ e Φ e into a new structure
Here, similar to Φ d given in Eq.(1.5), a VEV matrix Φ 0 is given by a diagonal matrix Φ 0 = diag(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) and the parameters (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) are only hierarchical parameters in this model. Then the charged lepton mass matrix Y e is not diagonal any longer. This alteration means a serious change for the yukawaon model, because one of the purposes in the yukawaon model was to understand a charged lepton mass relation [12] (m e + m µ + m τ )/( √ m e + √ m µ + √ m τ ) 2 = 2/3 by using the relation Y e = k e Φ e Φ e . The new form of Y e , Eq.(1.7) cannot lead to the charged lepton mass relation any more.
Also, the assumption Y D = Y e was changed into
where
Furthermore, recently, we have proposed [6] a new neutrino mass matrix with a bilinear form
The model can give reasonable predictions of the quark and lepton mixings (V CKM and U P M N S ) together with their masses, but we still failed to give a large value of sin 2 2θ 13 ∼ 0.09.
What is new?
The purpose of the present paper is not to improve parameter fitting, but to improve a basic part of the yukawaon model. Of course, we will give a reasonable parameter fitting to the observables including a large value of sin 2 θ 13 by using a new model in which the number of free parameters is less than those in the previous works. So far, the yukawaons Y f in the previous works have been described as Y ij f , i.e. 6 * of a family symmetry U(3). The reason is as follows: If we consider a field C of 8 + 1 of U(3), i.e. C j i , and we require a triple product ACB by A ik C l k B lj , then, we are obliged to have unwelcome triple products A ik B kl (C T ) l j and (C T ) i k A kl B lj . In the yukawaon model, the order of multiplication of matrices is essential. Therefore, so far, we have not adopted a yukawaon model with (Y f ) j i . However, in the model with (Y f ) ij , quarks and leptons f are assigned to (f L , f R ) ∼ (3, 3 * ) of the U(3) family symmetry, so that the fundamental fermions are not anomaly free in the U(3) symmetry. In the present model, the yukawaons are given by (Y f ) j i , so that quarks and leptons, themselves, are anomaly free for the U(3) family symmetry. Of course, there is no reason that quarks and leptons must compose an anomaly free set. Alternatively, in the previous model, we have assumed a supersymmetric theory (SUSY), so that the model could become anomaly free by taking whole flavons in the model into consideration, although quarks and leptons, themselves, were not anomaly free. However, we empirically know that quarks and leptons, which are fundamental entities in the low energy limit (in the standard model limit), compose an anomaly free set of gauge symmetries concerned. So it is natural that quarks and leptons compose an anomaly free set in family gauge symmetry U(3), too.
In this paper, the following points are renewed: (i) As we have stated above, we use new yukawaons (Y f ) j i instead of (Y f ) ij which are used in the past models.
(ii) A seesaw mass matrix for the neutrino mass matrix (3) is changed into two kind of Φ 0 , (Φ 0 ) iα and (Φ 0 ) iα , which are (3, 3) and (3 * , 3 * ) of U(3)×U(3) ′ , respectively. (More details are given in the next section.)
In the next section, we give a renewed yukawaon model with (Y f ) j i . We give VEV matrices relations among flavons (yukawaons). Those flavons are distinguished by the R charges assignments of which are discussed in Sec.2.4. Renewed parameter fitting is given in Sec.3. Finally, Sec.4 is devoted to concluding remarks.
Model

Overview of the model
Hereafter, for convenience, we denote a flavon A with 6 * asĀ, and a flavon A with 8+1 asÂ.
A. Would-be Yukawa interactions
We assume that a would-be Yukawa interaction is given as follows: Let us comment on R parity assignments. Since we inherit R parity assignments in the standard SUSY model, R parities of yukawaons Y f (and all flavons) are the same as those of Higgs particles (i.e. P R (fermion) = −1 and P R (scalar) = +1), while quarks and leptons are assigned to P R (fermion) = +1 and P R (scalar) = −1.
B. VEV relations among flavons
Each yukawaon has the basic structure Φ 0 (1 + a f X 3 )Φ 0 as well as the previous models. Explicitly speaking, a VEV Ȳ e of the charged lepton yukawaon takes a basic structure
by SUSY vacuum conditions. VEVs of the up-and down-quark yukawaons, Ŷ u and Ŷ d are given by
where VEVs of flavons Φ u ,Φ u , Φ d andΦ d are given by
Here, we have dropped common coefficients which do not affect relative relations among families. We take 6) from the D-term condition, where x i are real. In general, for VEV matrices A and Ā , we can choose either one in two cases
We have assumed the case (2.8) for the relation (2.3), while we have applied the case (2.7) to the VEV matrices P u and P u , i.e.
C. Neutrino sector Finally, let us explain the neutrino mass matrix which is given by
From the Yukawa interactions (2.1), we can write a mass matrix for neutral leptons (ν, ν c , N c , N ) as follows:
We apply a triplicated seesaw approximation to Eq.(2.10) as follows:
In the expression (2.12), we have dropped common coefficients which do not affect relative ratios among families. Here we have assumed 13) in order to obtain good seesaw approximation (2.11). We consider that there are hierarchical structures not only among the VEV values of | E N | 2 , | Y R | 2 and | Ŷ D | 2 , but also among the coupling constants y 2 N , y 2 R and y 2 D . This type of the neutrino mass matrix is known as "inverse seesaw" model [13] Here, we assume that the Yukawaon VEV matrix Ŷ D for Dirac neutrinos takes a slightly different form from that for Y e :
Note that against the universal form Eqs.(2.2), (2.4) and (2.5), the matrix X 3 has been replaced with X 2 in Eq.(2.14). The form X 2 has been brought in the present model from the phenomenological reason, and the form is ad hoc one. Although we speculated a mechanism [5] for the formX 2 by introducing additional family symmetry U(3) ′ , we do not refer to such a mechanism in the present paper. The origin of the structureX 2 is left to our future task. On the other hand, the Majorana neutrino mass matrix Y R is given by
Superpotential forms which lead to the VEV relations mentioned above and R charge assignments are given in Sec.2.2 and 2.4. Specific forms E, P and X 3 are discussed in Sec.2.3.
Superpotential and VEV relations
The VEV matrix relations given in Sec.2.1 are obtained from SUSY vacuum conditions. For example, the VEV relation (2.2) can be obtained by requiring a SUSY vacuum condition ∂W/∂Θ e = 0 for the following superpotential:
Since we assume that the Θ field always takes Θ = 0 and since SUSY vacuum conditions in other fields always contain the VEV matrix Θ , such conditions do not play any effective role in obtaining VEV relations. Similarly, the VEV relations (2.3), (2.14) and (2.15) are obtained from the following superpotential:
17)
18)
In Eq.(2.20), we have used (Ē) jl (Θ R ) i l without using (Θ R ) ji . Although this is somewhat factitious, this was required in order to make flavon sector anomaly free as seen in Table 1 .
On the other hand, for the VEV relation as to Φ u (and also Φ d ), we assume the following superpotential without Θ fields: 
In Table 1 , we list all flavons in this model. As seen in Table 1 , the yukawaons in the lepton and quark sectors belong to 8 + 1 of U(3), so that sum of the anomaly coefficients obviously take zero both in the lepton and quark sectors: as seen in Table 1 . In Table 1 , we can obviously see that U(3) ′ is also anomaly free. 
Flavons with specific VEV forms
In this subsection, we discuss flavon VEV matrices with specific forms, i.e. E 's with a unit matrix, P u with a phase matrix form, and X 3 with a democratic form defined in Eq. (1.4) . However, we do not discuss the origin of the form X 2 . In this paper, the form has been required only based on a phenomenological reason, and it is purely ad hoc one.
First, we discuss R charges for flavons E's, whose VEV matrices have the same matrix forms 1. For example, we assign R charges for E and P u as follows: 
Therefore, the relation (2.27) leads to
for the choice (2.8), while the relation (2.28) leads to a phase matrix form Eq.(2.9) when we assume that P d is diagonal and a D term condition with the type (2.7). For E D , E d , and so on, we take R charge assignments
and so on. We assume the D term condition of the type (2.7) for superpotential forms similar to (2.26). Then, we can obtain the VEV matrix forms
For the VEV form of the flavon X 3 , we assume the following scenario: The U(3) ′ is broken into a permutation symmetry S 3 at an energy scale Λ ′ which is larger than the U(3) symmetry breaking scale Λ. Therefore, in a transition of a fieldX 3 into a VEV matrix X 3 , i.e. β α takes a VEV value prior to Φ 0 αi . For the origin of the VEV form X 2 , we have no idea at present. The form is purely ad hoc one motivated from the phenomenological point of view. (Some ideas on X 2 are found in Refs. [3, 5] , but those are still controversial.
R charge assignments
As seen in Table 1 , some of flavons have the same transformation properties under the U(3)×U(3) ′ symmetries. Those are distinguished by their R charges. At preset, we cannot fix R charges of flavons uniquely, because we have a considerable number of flavons compared with the number of the VEV relations required.
When we assign R charges to flavons, we must pay attention to the following points: (i) Careless assignment allows unwelcome superpotential terms. (ii) If we allow a family singlet combination with R = 0, for example Tr[AB], terms Tr [AB] n with any n can be attached to superpotential terms with R = 2, so that such combination should be forbidden. Let us demonstrate an example of R charge assignments. From Eqs.(2.4) and (2.5), we have the following constraints:
(2.32) Therefore, from the constraint (2.22), we obtain
respectively, from the R charge relations (2.25). This means that flavon (Φ d ) ij can mix with (E d ) ij . Therefore, The VEV relations given in Eq.(2.5) must be modified as 
Finally, we summarize the R charge assignments in Table 2 . These R charges should satisfy the following relations: We summarize our mass matrices M f for the lepton sector (f = e, D, and ν) and the quark sector (f = u and d) as follows:
2)
3)
Here, for convenience, we have dropped the notations " " and " ". Since we are interested only in the mass ratios and mixings, we use dimensionless expressions Φ 0 = diag(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), P u = diag(e −iφ 1 , e −iφ 2 , 1), and E = diag (1, 1, 1) . Therefore, the parameters a e , a D , · · · , are re-defined by Eqs.(3.1)-(3.5). Since we have assumed that the parameters a f are real in the lepton sector, while those are complex in the quark sector, we have denoted the parameters a u and a d in the quark sectors as a u e iαu and a d e iα d . Besides, we require "economy of the number of parameters". We neglect parameters which play no essential roles in numerical fitting to the mixings and mass ratios as far as possible. Namely we require
by way of trial. Therefore, in the present model, we have 10 adjustable parameters, ( Table. 3. The parameter fitting will be done quantitatively (not qualitatively). Observed values which should be fitted are values at µ = M Z .
Note that the purpose of the present paper is not to compete with other models for reducing parameter number in the model, but it is to investigate whether it is possible or not to fit all of the mixing parameters and mass ratios without using any family number dependent parameters when we use only the observed charged lepton masses as family dependent parameters. If we pay attention only to fitting of mixing parameters, a model with fewer number of parameters based on quark-lepton complementarity [14] is rather excellent compared with the preset model. (For such a recent work, for example, see Ref. [15] and references there in.)
PMNS mixing
Let us present the details of parameter fitting to the PMNS mixings. Under a given a e , the relative ratios of parameters (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) in Φ 0 are fixed by the ratios of the charged lepton masses m e /m µ = 0.004738 and m µ /m τ = 0.05883. Since the mass ratios of the up quarks and the lepton mixing parameter sin 2 2θ 12 depends only on a e and (a u , α u ), we first fix the following parameter values of a e and (a u , α u )
(a e , a u , α u ) ∼ (8.0, −1.273, −1.4 at µ = m Z [16] , and sin 2 2θ 12 = 0.857 ± 0.024 [17] .
(These values will be fine-tuned in whole parameter fitting of U P M N S and V CKM later.) The parameters (x 1 /x 2 , x 2 /x 3 ) are fixed as (0.07300, 0.3825). Note that we do not change the mass matrix structures for M e , M u , and M ν from the previous paper [4] . However M d is different from the previous model, so that we refit these parameters in order to reproduce the observed CKM mixing parameters too as seen later. In the present model, lepton mixing parameters depend only the parameter a D after we fix a e and (a u , α u ) as (3.7). We illustrate the behaviors of lepton mixing parameters sin 2 2θ 12 , sin 2 2θ 23 , sin 2 2θ 13 , and the neutrino mass squared difference ratio R ν versus the parameter a D .
We draw curves of the lepton mixing parameters and R ν as functions of a D in Fig. 1 . As seen in 15) and the observed CKM mixing matrix element [17] |V us | = 0.2252 ± 0.0009. (3.16) Therefore, all the CKM mixing parameters are described only by one remaining parameter φ 2 . We draw curves of the CKM mixing matrix elements as functions of φ 2 in Fig. 2 . [18] . Our model predicts δ ℓ CP = 179 • which indicates small CP violating effect in the lepton sector. Note that a recent global analysis [19] has suggested that the best fit value for δ ℓ CP is 1.1π. We can also predict neutrino masses, for the parameters given by (3.19), m ν1 ≃ 0.0011 eV, m ν2 ≃ 0.0090 eV, m ν3 ≃ 0.0499 eV, (3.25) by using the input value [18] ∆m 2 32 ≃ 0.00241 eV 2 . We also predict the effective Majorana neutrino mass [20] We show our numerical results (predictions vs. observed values) in Table 4 .
Concluding remarks
As we emphasis at Sec.1.2 and the end of Sec.3.1, the purpose of the present paper is not to compete with other models for reducing the number of parameters in the model. The purpose is to investigate whether it is possible or not to fit all of the mixing parameters and mass ratios without using any family number dependent parameters when we use only the observed charged lepton masses as family dependent parameters. Regrettably, the answer to the above query is negative at present. In order to fit all data concerned with mixings and mass ratios of quarks and leptons completely, we have needed a family-dependent matrix form X 2 defined Eq.(1.9) (with a parameter a D ) and a family-dependent parameter φ 2 in the phase matrix P u . It is an open question at present whether these family-dependent parameters (i.e. a D and φ 2 ) except for charged lepton masses are indispensable or not. Further investigation based on a different idea will be required.
We have made a revision of the yukawaon model as follows: (i) We have assigned the yukawaons Y f to 8 + 1 of U(3) family symmetry (not 6 * as adopted in the previous models), so that the model can become anomaly free in U(3), i.e.
A(lepton) = 0, A(quark) = 0 and A(flavon) = 0. (ii) Mass matrices, not only M u but also M d , are given with a bilinear form [Φ 0 (1 + a f X 3 )Φ 0 ] 2 , so that the parameter fitting has been renewed thoroughly. (iii) The neutrino mass matrix M ν has been given by a triplicate seesaw (inverse seesaw). (iv) In this paper, we did not refer to the origin of the VEV matrix form X 2 , (1.9). We will leave this problem to a future task.
As a result of new parameter fitting, we have obtained the following phenomenological results: (i) We can still obtain reasonable mass ratios and quark and lepton mixings, in spite of reducing the number of free parameters compared with the previous yukawaon model. −0.036 . We expect that the data will be refined in the near future. Phenomenological success in the present work may support our ambitious idea that the observed hierarchical structure in the family mixings and mass ratios of quarks and leptons are caused by only one common origin, i.e. by accepting the observed charged lepton mass ratios. However, we have still left many open questions. We will need further investigation in order to realize our goal.
